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We know different approaches to antiage: Dietary role, life philosophy, sport and fitness, role of wellness, medical and surgical treatment and more. In her clinical research the author is looking for something to reduce the effect of stress and age progression. The author thinks that old age is like a pathology and it is necessary to treat by using something to correct the mechanism. This supplement was born to restore the skin elasticity and to improve the skin the answer after intradermal biostimulation. This is the starting idea of research. During the analysis of the result we found that the effect of this supplement, wasn't limited to skin, but enlarged also at the level of immunitary system, articular system and nervous system. The cocktail of vitamin in the supplement, associated at the Hyaloronic acid, Collagen and alpha lipoic acid has been able to reduce the oxidation phenomena and to correct the substance's deficit that appears after 48 years old. In the presentation the author will show the details of the study, the action of single substance and the synergy effect in the supplement. The author will also show the dosages in function of the age and the collateral effect.
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